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Gwen Stefani

The No Doubt front woman and L.A.M.B. fashion designer has a
unique sense of style, one that she's passed down to her three
celebrity babies. Photo: Gucci/FAMEFLYNET PICTURES
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Hilary Duff

Hilary Duff married NHL hockey player Mike Comrie when she was
only 22 years old, and the couple welcomed their son Luca 2



years later. The former child star has never shied away from
expressing how thankful she is to be a mother, often posting
adorable photos of Luca on Instagram. Photo: LRR/FAMEFLYNET
PICTURES

Solange  Knowles  and  Alan
Ferguson Honeymoon in Brazil

By Maggie Manfredi

Lindo  maravilhoso!  According  to  Usmagazine.com,  Solange
Knowles and Alan Ferguson are honeymooning in Brazil. The
couple became man and wife a few weeks ago in New Orleans with
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family and friends in attendance. Beyonce’s baby sis captioned
one of her honeymoon pics by stating, “Thank you Trancoso for
being the most magical lil place to ‘honey our moon’…Brazil
could not have been kinder to us and our love…”

Where are some romantic honeymoon spots in Brazil?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Want to honeymoon like the stars? Cupid (with the help of
tripadvisor.com) has the hot spots for you in Brazil:

1. Rio de Janeiro: One of the largest cities in Brazil and
soon to be home of the summer Olympics, this location will be
tons of fun!  

Related: Snooki Marries Jionni LaValle

2.  Florianopolis:  Google  search  this  place  and  you  will
quickly see why we have dubbed this little slice of heaven a
romantic honeymoon location.

Related:  Sofia  Vergara  and  Joe  Manganiello  Celebrate
Thanksgiving  Together

3. Gramado: This touristy locale will give you luxury, beauty
and fun. From forests to it’s rich history, you will never be
bored on your trip for two!

Where is your dream honeymoon location? Share with us below! 

Solange Knowles Marries Video
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Director Alan Ferguson

By Amanda Boyer

According to People.com, the Knowles family recently welcomed
a new member to the family! On Sunday, Solange Knowles married
video director Alan Ferguson in New Orleans. The couple has
been together since 2008, but notoriously keeps their lives
very private. Ferguson has been doing a lot of work for his
new sister-in-law and brother-in-law like directing Beyonce
and Jay-Z’s music videos and is very involved in the Knowles’
family lifestyle.

What are some ways to show initial interest in a crush?

Cupid’s Advice:

If you are crushing on someone and want to give them some
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hints of interest, read ahead for some ideas and tips:

1. Approach them: Just making eye contact and saying hi is a
nice gesture. You ask them questions on how their day is going
or  how  is  work.  Find  out  their  interests  then  have  a
conversation  about  that  too.

Related: Beyonce’s Sister Solange Attacks Jay-Z

2. Confidence: It is okay to be shy but do not let it show,
having confidence makes a person so much more attractive and
shows they have an interest.

Related: Beyoncé Shares Eiffel Tower Pic with Jay-Z and Blue
Ivy

3. Loosen up: Do not be scared and stiff when talking and
hanging out with them, flirt a bit and use some body language,
stop crossing your arms and keeping to yourself!

Anything we forgot? Comment below!
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